
The campaign promotes Safintra’s roofing 
clients by giving exposure to the world-
class work they have produced in a series 

of 6 advertisements which feature Safintra’s 
renowned brands and products. 
 
Sally Stromnes, National Marketing Manager 
for the Safintra Group, explained that 
presenting roof sheeting in the print medium is 
not easy. “Despite roofing being a fundamental 
component of all building, it simply isn’t visually 
exciting unless it is presented in a unique way.” 

The company engaged the services of Dennis 
Guichard, an internationally recognised 
architectural photographer. Guichard was 
commissioned exclusively for Safintra’s 
campaign, which rolled out from October 
2011, and has completed 6 new print 
advertisements thus far.

Great South African 
Architecture

Safintra’s standing as a world-class roofing and steel company is underpinned by 
its innovative marketing campaign called Great South African Architecture, 
which features the work of leading South African architects and professionals in 

the roofing and creative industries to convey their message. 
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The New Jerusalem Children’s Home in Gauteng, the first “green” home in Africa, uses Safintra roofing products donated by the company.



Barn House, in Southdowns Estate, Irene, was designed by Strey Architects, and embraces green building principles from roof to basement. Steel was 
the material of choice for brothers Strey, both architects, who constantly push the boundaries for sustainability in the built environment.
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Guichard has over 19 years’ post-graduate experience in 
architecture and mega-project design management. His 
sensational style of architectural photography is currently 
taking the world by storm. With an A-list portfolio of exclusive 
clients worldwide, Guichard is one of only two photographers 
in the world to have been accepted into the prestigious FIFA-
authorised 2010 Fine Art project.

This project includes a limited-edition collection of thirty high-
impact and abstract collectable photographs of the ten 
stadiums which played host to the 2010 FIFA World CupTM in 
South Africa. 

House Strey uses the Classicorr Corrugated profile by Safintra.
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Guichard’s Yas Island photography was 
extensively featured in an exclusive 
limited-edition hardcover book which 
was distributed to VIP guests at the 
2009 Etihad Airways Abu Dhabi F1 
Grand Prix. His images have appeared in 
print and on billboards all over Abu 
Dhabi for Aldar Properties’ recent 
Hoyamal campaign. His photography has 
also been featured in numerous 
international magazines. 

Outstanding photography of exceptional 
architecture conveys a powerful 
message -  that Safintra Roofing makes 
world class products which are an 
integral and proud part of many 
examples of great South African 
architecture which will define the genre 
for generations to come.

for more informAtion 
viSit:

www.safintra.co.za
www.dennisguichardphotography.com 

Elphick Proome Associates’ head office in KZN, using Saflok concealed fix roofing by Safintra.


